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Biking in spring months can be refreshing, but it comes 
with its own challenges. Between wet weather and 

increased bicycle traffic, bicycle commuters have more to 
contend with while relying on their machine to get to school, 

work, and elsewhere, and that’s nothing compared to bike 
couriers. Here are a few extra steps you can take to stay safe.

Check the tires. If you haven’t been out on your bike all winter, 
checking your tire pressure should be the first thing you do before 
hitting the road. Correct tire pressure (see tire sidewall) ensures a 
more efficient and safer ride. Underinflation could damage rims and 
spokes, while overinflation could damage the tire itself.
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Check the spokes. Your wheels should be properly trued 
before you ride. Spokes that are correctly tensioned keep 
the wheel perfectly round. If the wheel has a “wobble” or 

“hop” when spinning then it may become damaged if the 
problem isn’t addressed. Check for loose spokes. You can 
adjust spoke tension with a spoke wrench or have a bicycle 
mechanic true your wheels for you.

Check the brakes. From levers to pads, you want to check 
your entire braking system. Over time, brake levers and 
cables become loose, resulting in weak brakes. This can be 
disastrous when you need to stop quickly. Brake cables and 
pads wear out and need to be replaced from time to time, if 
not simply adjusted. If these components aren’t functioning 
as they should, get them looked at as soon as possible.

Check the chain. While you’re at it, look over your shifters 
and derailleurs. Your chain should carry a decent amount 
of tension, be clean, and have a light film of lubrication 
so that it runs quiet (no squeaking). When you lift up on 
the bottom run, there should be very little give (no more 
than half an inch) before the rear derailleur cage begins 
to move forward. More than that and you risk one good 
bump knocking the chain off the drivetrain. 
However, if the chain is too tight, it can 
damage your gears. Ideally, you want a 
smooth shifting drivetrain.
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